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Mumbai a well known city and economical capital of India attracts many migrants from all over the
world and in turn make the city a home of many communities and cultures. The city has lots of
attractions that have been inviting travelers to visit since many years. Museums, Beaches, forts,
night life, India Gate are some of the charms which create positive thoughts to visit the magnificent
city. In past several years Mumbai has seen a remarkable growth in the travelers list; as a result
hospitality industries appeared with a new concept to allure the travelers.

Today Mumbai has boasted many budget and luxury hotels according to the status of the travelers.
If you are luxury lover then you can opt for luxury hotels where you can get all the comforts that are
used to available at the time of kings. Whereas budget hotel is for that person you donâ€™t want to
spend much cash on their stay. In this article I have mentioned few hotels name that will guide you
to choose them for their facilities and services like:

Ramada Plaza Palm Grove: This five star hotel is situated at the Juhu beach is an exotic hotel with
beach in front that gives panoramic views of the Arabian Sea. This beach hotel provides its guests a
fantastic stay in the lap of luxurious ambience. For its exotic location, ultimate amenities and utmost
hospitality hotel Ramada Plaza Palm Grove deserves the best hotel awards.

The Hotel Astoria: This three star hotel is an ideal place for the business and leisure travelers.
Overlooking the Arabian Sea this Mumbai hotel is guarantees a comfortable stay in Mumbai at
pocket friendly price to make your tour to Mumbai a pleasantly memorable experience.

Airport International: This budget hotel in Mumbai situated near to Mumbai airport is ideal
accommodation that gives pleasant stay. This is Indiaâ€™s famous budget hotels in Mumbai popular
among the tourists who come here for business purpose and to spend their vacation from India and
abroad for its convenient locations and pocket friendly prices.

So whenever you make a visit to this magnificent city choose according to your budget and booking
in advance will keep you free from problem. If you are going for business purpose and want to make
a luxurious stay in Mumbai then this city will not disappoint you. Today Mumbai has boasted many
budget and luxury hotels according to the status of the travelers.
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